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Preface 

This educational materials package was developed for instructors of software 
verification techniques in graduate and undergraduate software engineering courses, 
and for those who teach industrial continuing education courses on the meaning and 
methods of software inspections.  

Software inspections are a low-tech, highly effective verification technique.  Research 
has consistently shown that the defect detection rate of inspections is higher than that 
of many traditional testing techniques. This package includes materials for 
demonstrating how to perform an inspection and also for “selling” students on the 
effectiveness of inspections. It complements EM-5, Scenes from Software Inspections, 
providing additional background material and exercises for using that set of educational 
materials. 

Materials for Teaching Software Inspections contains the following: 

1. Introductory essay on the history and results of software inspections 

2. Annotated bibliography 

3. Teaching suggestions for the instructor 

4. Inspection materials: code, report forms, and actual results 

5. Video:  Software Inspections:  Utility or Futility, a report on inspection results on 
an actual project 

6. Video:  Candid Inspection, which shows portions of an actual inspection  

Note:  Both videos are on the same tape cartridge, separated by titles.  The inspection 
materials and videos (items 4, 5, and 6) can be ordered from the SEI.  An order 
form is provided at the end of this document. 
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Software Inspections: History, Technique, and 
Results 

Inspections are one of the most effective, yet lowest technology, quality assurance 
techniques that can be applied to software development at all stages of the life cycle. In 
conventional manufacturing, inspections by quality assurance specialists are an 
accepted practice. These inspections take place at selected points on an assembly line 
and are used to certify that parts and assemblies are correctly built to the specifications. 
Even with the advent of advanced tools such as X-ray and sonic devices coupled to 
expert systems, the most common form of inspection remains a human being making an 
experienced judgment.  

Michael E. Fagan of IBM is credited with introducing the use of inspections in software 
development. Though many programmers use informal peer reviews of their code, 
Fagan made the formal inspection an integral part of the development process [Fagan 
76]. Inspections have the obvious benefit of locating errors in code or other 
documentation. Fagan also viewed them as a contributor to disciplined development. By 
requiring inspections at various points in the development life cycle, software engineers 
not only improved the quality of the work products involved but also gained valuable 
data on defect injection and resolution.  

The completeness of a software product is most often determined by testing. Inspections 
can also contribute to the determination of when a product is ready for shipment. In 
Fagan’s original data, design and code inspections located 82 percent of all errors in a 
specific product. Acceptance test and actual use by a customer for six months revealed 
zero defects.  

Inspections are used to inculcate quality throughout the development process, not just 
at the implementation stage. Even though most of the examples and data given in the 
literature refer to code inspections, successful project teams use inspections for all 
deliverables, including requirements and design documentation, as well as user 
manuals. Following the principle that the earlier a defect is found, the easier and 
cheaper it is to fix, the utility of inspections for work products other than code is 
apparent. 

If an organization maintains records of inspection results and the results of all other 
defect identification methods, it can determine the average percentage of errors located 
and thus indicate when a product is ready to move on to the next step in development.  
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The Formal Inspection Process 

Inspections are a team activity. Most inspections can be accomplished by four people:  
the producer of the item to be inspected (such as code, design, or user manual), a 
moderator to facilitate the process, and two technically competent inspectors. One  
person also acts as a recorder. The inspection is preceded by a period of preparation by 
each member of the group.  Except for the moderator sometimes, team members usually 
need at least an hour to prepare.  The inspection itself is usually limited to two hours 
because longer durations tend to reduce the efficiency of the team.  After the inspection 
meeting is a follow-up period, beginning with a report and ending with the closure of 
open items such as the disposition of major defects.  

Preparation includes two possible activities: a group overview and solo study. The first 
time an inspection team has to deal with the components of a particular product, a lead 
designer or someone with similar knowledge of the software product gives an overview 
of the requirements and design. Each inspector spends time individually studying the 
document or code prior to its inspection. 

The inspection meeting begins with team members reporting the time each spent in 
preparation, a valuable metric. Then one of the inspectors acts as a reader, going 
through the code or design one line or item at a time. Each member of the team has an 
opportunity to ask for clarification or point out a defect in the current item. The recorder 
writes down the defects, which are later classified as “minor” or “major” (a minor defect 
could be a syntax error such as a missing semicolon in code; a major defect could be a 
failure to implement a requirement either through logic error or omission).  

After the inspection is completed, the recorder prepares a report listing metrics such as 
preparation time, elapsed time of the inspection meeting itself, and the major and minor 
defects (sample report forms are in [Fagan 76].  The minor defects are usually turned 
over to the original producer of the inspected material for rectification. The major 
defects may require the attention of the configuration control board or other change 
control mechanism. Defect repair is accompanied by any necessary changes to 
documentation prior to closure. Records of defect type and location in the product can be 
used for causal analysis and continuous process improvement.  

Pitfalls of Inspections 

One of the greatest dangers of inspections is the inability of producers and inspectors to 
differentiate the product from the person creating the product. Software engineers are 
sometimes embarrassed by the inspection process when their carelessness or bad 
judgment is revealed in a “public” setting.  When a particular product has many errors, 
inspectors may sometimes get caught up in a “feeding frenzy,” attacking the producer.   
The moderator is charged with the responsibility of keeping the inspection focused on 
the product and also maintaining a professional tone during the meeting. Under no 
circumstances should the results of inspections be used as part of performance 
appraisals. 
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Another pitfall is attempting to use inspections without adequately budgeting time for 
preparation and follow-up. Insufficient preparation reduces the number of lines or items 
that can be inspected in a particular meeting because time is spent in trying to 
understand the code. Insufficient follow-up often means that defects remain, defects 
that may not be found by later testing. Since the results of the inspections in locating 
defects are so outstanding, it is much cheaper to spend time at these early stages in 
product development than to find and repair defects later. 

Results of Inspections 

The results of using formal inspections are most marked in the decreasing cost of 
rework and in the side effect of improving individual software engineering skills. 
Fagan’s early data indicated that 82 percent of all errors in applications software 
development could be found with inspections. A later report of a 6,000-line business 
application indicates that inspections found 93 percent of all defects [Ackerman 89]. 
Since inspections can be conducted even prior to unit testing, they are inexpensive 
compared to finding errors in integration or acceptance testing phases. The Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory estimates it saves $25,000 in each inspection [Bush 90]. 
However, the process does not lend itself to saving more money through acceleration: 
Russell reports that defects found per thousand lines of code dropped from 50 to 15 
when the pace of inspections increased from 150 to 450 lines per hour [Russell 91]. 
Finally, although it has not been quantified, software engineers report that their own 
programming skills improve as a result of participating in inspections. This is not so 
surprising since people are taught to be better writers by reading good writing and by 
receiving critiques.  The same principle can apply to programming. 
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Using the Materials 

This educational materials package, together with EM-5, Scenes from Software 
Inspections, provides the instructor with a variety of materials to use in teaching the 
techniques of software inspection.  

In a recent course on software verification techniques, the authors used the following 
assignment and activity sequence: 

1. Read [Fagan76], [Ackerman89], and [Russell91], and view the video Software 
Inspections: Utility or Futility. Then write an essay on the following:  What are the 
potential advantages and disadvantages of inspection technology in your personal 
software development field? In what ways can advances in information technology 
be utilized to improve the inspections process? 

2. Attend software inspections training, which uses the Scenes from Software 
Inspections video and the Candid Inspection video as a basis for demonstration and 
discussion. 

3. Participate in an inspection, including all preparation and follow-up work. 

4. Write an individual evaluation of the inspection you participated in, commenting 
on its effectiveness at defect identification and on its process. 

Attachment A contains the design overview, code, and sample results of the 
assignments specified here so that instructors can see what might be expected from 
students who do these assignments.  Attachment E is the hard-copy version of the slides 
from the Software Inspections:  Utility or Futility videotape, and Exhibit F is the design 
overview and code inspected in Candid Inspection. 

Another sequence of assignments and activities in a course with a lab component could 
be the following: 

1. The instructor lectures on the origins of inspections and their effectiveness.   
Students prepare by reading [Fagan76], and [Russell91] prior to attending the 
lecture; the instructor uses Software Inspections:  Utility or Futility during the 
lecture as additional material. 

2. The instructor lectures on how to conduct an inspection, reviewing the roles and 
method.  Scenes from Software Inspections and Candid Inspection are used as 
examples.  
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3. Students are split into teams and conduct an inspection during a laboratory 
period. The instructor, hopefully with some help, listens in to the inspection teams 
to ensure that they are performing the inspection correctly.   

4. Attachments C and D contain design documentation, pre-inspected code, 
inspection reports, and post-inspection code for two different modules of software 
that is being used in a robot to maintain the Space Shuttle thermal protection 
system. Either of these may be used for the exercise. Instructors should distribute 
Attachment B, which contains the coding standards  (violations of coding 
standards are considered defects) and system header files for the example 
modules, along with one of the pre-inspected code listings.  

5. After the inspection, distribute the report and resulting repaired code to compare 
with the results of the in-class inspection. Alternatively, one of the complete 
exhibits could be used for an in-class walkthrough and the other for an actual 
inspection. 
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Attachment A 

 

Example Inspection Exercise 
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Attachment A 

Contents 

 

 

Section 1 MAPS Software Overview 

Section 2 State Sensor Producer’s Overview 

Section 3 state_sensor Program 

Section 4 Module 2 - Software Inspections 

Section 5 Lessons Learned from the State Sensor Inspection 

Section 6 An Essay on Software Inspections 

Section 7 Software Inspections 
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Attachment B 

 

Coding Standards and System Headers for 
Exercises 
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Attachment B 

Contents 

 

 

Section 1 MAPS Coding Standards 

Section 2 maps.h 
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Attachment C 

 

Design and Code for State Sensor Inspection 
Exercise 
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Attachment C 

Contents 

 

 

Section 1 MAPS Design - State Sensor 

Section 2 state.before 

Section 3 state.resolve 
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Attachment D 

 

Design and Code for Master Sequencer 
Inspection Exercise 
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Attachment D 

Contents 

 

 

Section 1 MAPS Design - Master Sequencer 

Section 2 master.before 

Section 3 master.resolve 

Section 4 master.after 
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Attachment E 

 

Slide Set for Video Formal Inspections:  Utility 
or Futility? 
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Attachment F 

 

Design and Code for Video Candid Inspection  
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Attachment F 

Contents 

 

 

Section 1 MAPS Design - Joystick Manager 

Section 2 MAPS Document - Joystick Manager 

Section 3 joystick.c.lined 
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Section 1 

 

MAPS Software Overview 
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Section 2 

 

State Sensor Producer’s Overview 
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Section 3 

 

state_sensor Program 
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Section 4 

 

Module 2 - Software Inspections 
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Section 5 

 

Lessons Learned from the State Sensor Inspection 
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Section 6 

 

An Essay on Software Inspections 
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Section 7 

 

Software Inspections 
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Section 1 

 

MAPS Coding Standards 
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Section 2 

 

maps.h 
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Section 1 

 

MAPS Design - State Sensor 
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Section 2 

 

state.before 
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Section 3 

 

state.resolve 
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Section 1 

 

MAPS Design - Master Sequencer 
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Section 2 

 

master.before 
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Section 3 

 

master.resolve 
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Section 4 

 

master.after 
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Section 1 

 

MAPS Design - Joystick Manager 
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Section 2 

 

MAPS Document - Joystick Manager 
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Section 3 

 

joystick.c.lined 

 


